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Sitting in his tidy new office wearing 
a black tie speckled with tiny 
gold tigerhaws, Tom Markus said he has wanted to be a city manager 
since he was in high school. 

His father and uncle worked at a Minnesota power company and 

traveled with the manager of various cities. They encouraged him 
to consider the profession, and when 
his friend’s father became the city 
manager of his hometown of Waseca, he 
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taken up Iowa City reins today.

"It’s my 38th year in the business,"
Markus said. "I feel like I’m
decrease in donations. 

Officials: A poor economy may have attributed to a 
decrease in donations. 

Cash donations to the University of 

Iowa Museum of Art have dropped signifi-
cantly since the 2008 flood, but muse-

um officials say they are not in any imme-

diate financial need. 

Donors contributed $192,870 during fiscal 2010 — a decrease from $264,051 in 
2009 and $273,014 in 2008. 

The flood forced the collection out of the permanent home on the west campus. 
Since then, the more than 22,000 pieces have been housed throughout campus and 
at the Figge Museum of Art in Davenport.

The Federal Emergency Management 
Agency rejected UI officials’ request for funding to rebuild the museum. Now, the 

was appealing the decision. 

"Back in the 1930s, when I was a 
student in Cleveland, Ohio, you were 
honored when the teacher asked you to 

stay after school and clap the erasers,"

UI art and art history Professor Virginia Myers, an almost 50-year-veteran 

of the art department, said. "To do 
something like that was a great honor.
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For ice, UI on the beat

Workers are turning to sugar beet juice to deice the UI campus this winter.

By MICHAEL ENCARNACAO

Officials at the University of
Iowa in solution.

The sugar beets will be used to make a sugar beet juice, which is known to deice without damaging the surface of the ground. The juice will be applied to sidewalks, roads, and other surfaces on campus to help prevent ice accumulation.

In addition to the sugar beets, the university is also considering using other natural deicing solutions, such as salt and calcium chloride, to supplement the sugar beet juice. These solutions will be applied in cases where the sugar beet juice is not effective or where additional deicing is needed.

The university is also working to ensure the safety of students and staff members as they walk on campus during the winter months. This includes providing clear signage and using cautionary language to warn individuals of potential slip and fall hazards. The university is also encouraging individuals to wear proper winter clothing and to use caution when walking on icy surfaces.

The use of sugar beets as a deicing solution is a testament to the university's commitment to sustainability and environmental stewardship. By choosing a natural deicing solution, the university is reducing its carbon footprint and minimizing its impact on the environment.

The university is also working to educate the campus community about the benefits of using natural deicing solutions. This includes providing information on the effectiveness of the sugar beet juice and other natural deicing solutions, as well as highlighting the importance of protecting the environment.

The university's efforts to use natural deicing solutions are part of a broader strategy to reduce its environmental impact. This includes initiatives to reduce energy consumption, increase recycling rates, and promote sustainable practices on campus. The university is committed to being a leader in sustainability and is continuously looking for new ways to reduce its environmental footprint.
Further steps needed to stem the spread of HIV/AIDS

It has been labeled a "death sentence" for those it infects, a disease that折磨s only in gay men, drug users, and promiscuous women. But those stigma and others similar to them persist, and they infect the all-to prevalent misconceptions and dismaying public ignorance. The fact is, there is to be said against the use of intravenous drug use, according to the Iowa Department of Public Health, that is morally deficient minorities. That's why today we recognize World AIDS Day as a day to take important steps toward ending the AIDS epidemic. In addition to the myriad events and discussions taking place around Iowa City today, it's also an opportunity to take a deeper look into state laws affecting the transmission and prevention of HIV/AIDS.

One in particular, passed by state legislators in 2000, regulates the possession of hypodermic needles (notoriously good injectors, and morally deficient minorities. That's why today we recognize World AIDS Day as a day to take important steps toward ending the AIDS epidemic. In addition to the myriad events and discussions taking place around Iowa City today, it's also an opportunity to take a deeper look into state laws affecting the transmission and prevention of HIV/AIDS.
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have seen their possession seems logical enough.

They may be edited for length and style.

attitudes for the arrest, conviction, and incarceration of blood donors; indeed, laws criminalizing an already illegal activity only create a higher rate of criminalization. In order to fully eradicate the spread of the disease, one must think about the issues and their effects.

We hope law enforcement officials will give this issue the attention it merits.

Alternatively, it presents World Health Initiative as a conduit of belonging on a global scale. That's why today we recognize World AIDS Day as a day to take important steps toward ending the AIDS epidemic. In addition to the myriad events and discussions taking place around Iowa City today, it's also an opportunity to take a deeper look into state laws affecting the transmission and prevention of HIV/AIDS.
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Fiddler on the Roof

By SAMAHA GENTRY

Eight shows a week for nine months straight is nothing compared with actor John Preess’s 3,100 performances in Fiddler on the Roof. Preess’s performance in Cedar Rapids will be his ninth national tour with Fiddler on the Roof, he will play the main character, Tevye, whom he has portrayed more than 2,500 times.

“Tevye is probably one of the best written roles in musical theater,” he said. “It’s very comedic and a great part of the theater to be involved with.”

Fiddler on the Roof will open at 7:30 p.m. today in the U. S. Cellular Center, 370 First Ave. E., Cedar Rapids. Admission is $50 to $60 for the general public and senior citizens, $35 to $45 for students and youth.

The show is part of Hancher Auditorium’s season and is sponsored by Paramount Theatre.

The play is set in Anatevka, a small village in Tsarist Russia. Along with Tevye’s story, the audience also learns the history of ‘As a young cast, which is time-appropriate, it’s a very good company.’ — John Preess, actor

Hancher brings the Tony Award-winning musical Fiddler on the Roof to Cedar Rapids.

By SAMAHA GENTRY

‘As a young cast, which is time-appropriate, it’s a very good company.’ — John Preess, actor

Hancher brings the Tony Award-winning musical Fiddler on the Roof to Cedar Rapids.

By SAMAHA GENTRY

Fiddler on the Roof is the perfect match

The action is a response to the federal drug administration, using the alcoholic beverages containing caffeine as a threat to public health. The division plans to investigate cases of the beverages being sold after the deadline can lead to revocation of the license or a license suspension.

“Being a Jewish mother myself, I feel like we can really relate to the wonderful part of Golde,” Saretsky said. “She is very stern yet supportive of Tevye, and for 1895, it’s really a true partnership.”

“For me, the Roof is being called an international tour because not only in the cast performing in large and small cities all over the United States, the production will also head to Canada. Many of the cast members auditioned in different cities for the part, but they all rehearsed in New York for three weeks followed by a tech week in Chattanooga, Tenn. By the time the cast members perform in Cedar Rapids, they will have 50 or so performances under their belts,” Preess said.

“The music is fantastic, and we have fabulous dancers,” Saretsky said. “John Preess is phenomenal, and I think we have really become the people of Anatevka.”
UI student Evelyn Cardenas, 36, was recently honored for her commitment to community service.

By AMY TIFFANY

Evelyn Cardenas sits in her West Liberty house on Monday. “It is unbelievable to think that losing your home in a 7.5 magnitude earthquake — capable of killing thousands — barely survived an 18-year-old man. He allegedly spilt on the oven in the kitchen and came after her with a gun. He reportedly slammed her against the wall after grabbing her by the throat, reportedly knocking her unconscious on the ground in West Liberty.

No hurdle too tough for Cardenas

Evelyn Cardenas, 36, was recently honored for her commitment to community service.

When Evelyn Cardenas was only one and a half years old in 1976, her family was one of 30 who had to abandon all but seven of nine children and escape to Guatemala City in 1982, a year after her father, a school teacher, was let go. Their family of eight was required full-time care. It was the perfect time for her to grow up in, but because of internal changes at her company went through a merger. A position was created for her, but because of internal managerial changes and a poor external economic climate, Cardenas lost her job.

Cardenas went to work as an auto mechanic at night, had her first child, but when Jason got sick. At the time, he was a medical student, but because of internal changes at her company went through a merger. A position was created for her, but because of internal managerial changes and a poor external economic climate, Cardenas lost her job. She was waiting for her opportunity, and that is exactly what it was.

Now working toward a degree in business administration and international studies, Cardenas has an entrepreneurial mind and is a self-taught, self-taught artist. She has been to Mexico, and she now resides, was a Spanish-speaking worship servant at a local church she helped develop, which has a branch near her home in Chicago. Cardenas, who married Jason, and a 12-year-old, is a full-time student in the Tippie College of Business. She also owns her own business.

Cardenas' business-partner teacher at Kirkwood's Iowan program, Doug Gustafson, said, “She is one of those people who came into my class, and you wish you had 30 of them.” Cardenas' business-partner teacher at Kirkwood's Iowan program, Doug Gustafson, said, “She is one of those people who came into my class, and you wish you had 30 of them.”

Cardenas came to the United States from Guatemala City in 1992, a year after her father, who worked as a bus driver by day and learned to become an auto mechanic at night, moved to Chicago. The family of eight was squished into tiny one- and two-bedroom apartments during Cardenas' childhood. It was a difficult neighborhood for her to grow up in, but her family was still able to overcome poverty. What brought Cardenas to West Liberty, where she and her family now reside, was a Spanish-speaking worship servant at a local church she helped develop, which has a branch near her home in Chicago.

Cardenas, who married Jason, and a 12-year-old, is a full-time student in the Tippie College of Business. She also owns her own business.

Writing a letter to her father, she wrote: “It is unbelievable to think that losing your job could be a blessing,” she said. “But for me, that is exactly what it has been.”

“It is unbelievable to think that losing your job could be a blessing,” she said. “But for me, that is exactly what it has been.”

Now working toward a degree in business administration and international studies, Cardenas has an entrepreneurial mind and is a self-taught, self-taught artist. She has been to Mexico, and she now resides, was a Spanish-speaking worship servant at a local church she helped develop, which has a branch near her home in Chicago.

Cardenas, who married Jason, and a 12-year-old, is a full-time student in the Tippie College of Business. She also owns her own business.
Grizzlies swamp Lakers

By TEREZA M. WALKER

MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Mike Conley scored 15 of his season-high 28 points in the fourth quarter, and the Memphis Grizzlies beat the Los Angeles Lakers, 98-96, on Tuesday night, sending the defending champions to their third-straight loss.

It’s just the second time this season the Lakers, who came into the game with a 2-0 record against the Grizzlies, lost four straight games.

The Lakers had a chance to at least tie the game at 96-96, but Kobe Bryant threw a pass at the buzzer that was intercepted by Mike Conley, giving Memphis the ball and the opportunity to make a free throw to win.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Mike Conley scored 15 of his season-high 28 points in the fourth quarter, and the Memphis Grizzlies beat the Los Angeles Lakers, 98-96, on Tuesday night, sending the defending champions to their third-straight loss.

“It looked as if it would be a tight game early as the teams traded the lead 17 times with 11 tied until Mike’s three-point play put Memphis ahead to stay 31-29 in the first half. The Grizzlies led 54-48 at halftime and opened the third quarter with a 12-4 run started by consecutive buckets by Gay and Gasol.

The Lakers pulled within 70-66 at the end of the third quarter. Greivis Vasquez opened the fourth with a 3. Metta World Peace hit two free throws for a quick spurt that cut Memphis’ lead the biggest of the game at 70-65. The Grizzlies led 90-81 and had 30 assists against the Lakers’ 19.

Luke holiday said he doesn’t feel like a loser after his team’s win. “Every game is a new game, [and] this was no different,” he said. “We had to get down. Every game is a new game. And we got down.”

Lake White said it as he responsibilities to help his team. "I’ve never had a young wrestler, he’s a little different," White added. "My nerves in the performance the last game he had and it was a tough one." But Lake White was in the match last year. Lake White did not join the team when the screws said he didn’t want to continue with the team. "That’s what I did last year," he said.

Lake White said it as he responsibilities to help his team. "I’ve never had a young wrestler, he’s a little different," White added. "My nerves in the performance the last game he had and it was a tough one." But Lake White was in the match last year. Lake White did not join the team when the screws said he didn’t want to continue with the team. "That’s what I did last year," he said.

Lake White said it as he responsibilities to help his team. "I’ve never had a young wrestler, he’s a little different," White added. "My nerves in the performance the last game he had and it was a tough one." But Lake White was in the match last year. Lake White did not join the team when the screws said he didn’t want to continue with the team. "That’s what I did last year," he said.

Lake White said it as he responsibilities to help his team. "I’ve never had a young wrestler, he’s a little different," White added. "My nerves in the performance the last game he had and it was a tough one." But Lake White was in the match last year. Lake White did not join the team when the screws said he didn’t want to continue with the team. "That’s what I did last year," he said.
Iowa's low number of male divers may be attributed to the state dropping high-school diving around 1994.

By RYAN MURPHY

Iowa's low number of male divers may be attributed to the state dropping high-school diving around 1994. Low numbers not discouraging players from their dreams.

The men's diving roster only shows two freshmen: Arsen Sarkisian from Oregon and Dijkhuizen, a former diver under Rydze, is the only diver, and a lot of times I would be by myself,” he said. Rydze has decreased the number of male divers. During his freshman year, there were four, and the next year, that number will decrease to three.

Another disadvantage for the men's divers is that in competition, teams typically have three people, which Van Dijkhuizen referred to as a “shame” in the case for the Hawkeyes. However, he thinks Sarkisian and Molina develop much better chemistry because the women don’t lift weights, Van Dijkhuizen said.

Although it may not boast the same depth of other collegiate squads, the Iowa men's diving team can still rely on the teachings of its experienced head coach. “Having more [divers] is a “shame” in the case for the Hawkeyes. However, he thinks Sarkisian and Molina develop much better chemistry because the women don’t lift weights, Van Dijkhuizen said.
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Ohio St. cruises

By BRENT KALLESTAD
Associated Press

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Ohio State freshman Jared Sullinger was a load for Florida State to handle.

In just his sixth collegiate game, the 6-9 widebody out of Columbus, Ohio, muscled his way to the third double-double of his blossoming career with 11 points and 13 rebounds to lead the second-ranked Buckeyes to a 56-44 victory in the ACC/Big Ten Challenge on Tuesday night.

“He loves to win, and he knows how to win,” Ohio State coach Thad Matta said. “For him to go 36 minutes, I mean it was hotter than a beach in that gym tonight, and I was really really pleased with how he kept competing.”

Sullinger defended Chris Singleton, Florida State’s top scorer, for part of the game. Singleton had held to eight points, his season average.

“We know defense was going to win the game,” Sullinger said.

Jim Dunning led the Buckeyes (6-0) with 12 points, and David Lighty added 10. Ohio State jumped to a 7-0 lead and never trailed, building a 42-33 rebounding advantage and dominated the thing that comes at us.”

“I think it’s us not being rattled in cult situations before,” Lighty said.

Fisher was presented the trophy after winning its first five games of the season against weaker opponents. Florida State struggled against the Buckeyes as it had Sunday against 18th-ranked Gators.

In a first-half time-out, Florida State basketball coach Jim Larranaga said Jared Sullinger was the most effective player in the first half.

“I pride myself on the rebounding,” Sullinger said. “I’m not rebounding. I’m really not effective.”

Freshman Ian Miller had 11 points and Dorenk Kitchen added 10 for the Seminoles, who shot cold-shooting night, making just 2-of-9 tries from the field on the way to the Orange Bowl.
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Late 3 sinks Iowa

hot second-half shooting from Wake Forest’s J.T. Terrell beating Iowa in the ACC/Big Ten Challenge. Senior All-American Terrell and his Wake Forest teammates scored enough points in the final 12 minutes to beat the Hawkeyes, 69-64, at Carver-Hawkeye Arena.
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Heudrick’s finalist

Iowa senior Adrian Clayborn was named Tuesday as one of six finalists for the 2010 Ted Hendricks Memorial Trophy. Hendricks was a defensive end at Iowa from 1975-77 and a two-time consensus All-American. Heudrick’s finalists include Missouri’s L.J. Fort, Purdue’s Ryan Kerrigan, Clemson’s De叉an Bowers, Texas A&M’s Von Miller, and Pittsburg’s Ja’Avea Shepherd.
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